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ABSTRACT 
Let Aut(X, 13) be the group of all Borel automorphisms of a standard Borel space (X, 13). We study 
topological properties of Aut(X,/3) with respect o the uniform and weak topologies, r and p, defined 
in [Bezuglyi S., Dooley A.H., Kwiatkowski J., Topologies on the group of Borel automorphisms of a 
standard Borel space, Preprint, 2003]. It is proved that the class of smooth automorphisms i  dense 
in (Aut(X, 13), p). Let Ctbl(X) denote the group of Borel automorphisms with countable support. It is 
shown that the topological group Auto(X, 13) = Aut(X, 13)/Ctbl(X) is path-connected with respect to the 
quotient topology r0. It is also proved that Auto(X, 13) has the Rokhlin property in the quotient topology 
P0, i.e., the action of Auto (X, 13) on itself by conjugation is topologically transitive. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper, we continue the study of topological properties of the 
group Aut(X, 13) of all Borel automorphisms of a standard Borel space (X, 13). 
We consider two topologies, r and p, on Aut(X, 13) which take their origins 
in ergodic theory. They were defined and studied in the context of Borel and 
Cantor dynamics in [3-5,7,8]. Recall that the topology r is defined by the base 
of neighborhoods U(T; #l . . . . .  Ixn; e) = {S ~ Aut(X, 13) I # i (E(S ,  T)) < e, i = 
1 . . . . .  n}, where #1 . . . . .  #n are Borel probability measures on X and E(S, T) ---- 
{x ~ X: Tx ~ Sx} U {x c X: S ix 76 T - ix} .  Obviously, r is a direct analogue of 
the well-known uniform topology on the group Aut(X, I3, Ix) of all non-singular 
automorphisms of a measure space generated by the metric d(S, T) = Ix(E(S, T)). 
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It is worthwhile to mention that, in fact, Aut(X, 13, tz) is formed by classes of 
automorphisms coinciding Ix-almost everywhere. It allows one to neglect he 
behavior of automorphisms on sets of zero measure. Topological properties of 
(Aut(X, 13, Ix), d) were extensively studied in ergodic theory (see, for example, [1, 
6,9,10,13,18]). The other topology, p, on Aut(X, B) is defined by neighborhoods 
W(T; F1 . . . . .  Fn) = {S ~ Aut(X, 13) I SFi = TFi, i = 1 . . . . .  n} where F1 . . . . .  Fn 
are Borel sets. It was shown in [3] that p can be treated as an analogue of the weak 
topology dw which has been also widely used in ergodic theory. Note also that, in 
the context of Cantor dynamics, p is equivalent to the sup-topology on the set of 
all homeomorphisms. Based on this observation, we call r and p the uniform and 
weak topologies on Aut(X, 13) respectively. 
Our goal is to find out which of topological properties known in ergodic theory 
for Aut(X, 13, Ix) hold for Aut(X, B) with respect o the topologies r and p. For 
instance, it is important for many applications to know dense subsets in Aut(X, 13) 
which consist of"relatively simple" Borel automorphisms. It was shown in [3] that 
the set Per of periodic automorphisms is dense in (Aut(X, 13), r) but non-dense 
in (Aut(X, 13), p). Therefore one needs to extend Per to produce a dense subset 
in Aut(X, 13) with respect o p. The class S of smooth Borel automorphisms is a 
natural extension of periodic automorphisms. By definition, T is smooth if there 
exists a Borel subset in X which intersects every T-orbit exactly once. In this paper 
(see Section 2), we prove that the set of smooth Borel automorphisms is dense in 
(Aut(X, 13), p). This statement has been conjectured by A. Kechris. 
A number of papers in ergodic theory was devoted to the study of connectedness 
of Aut(X, 13, #) in the weak and uniform topologies (see, for example, [6,10,13, 
14]). In particular, it was proved that Aut(X, 13, Ix) was path-connected and even 
contractible. It is not hard to show that Aut(X, 13) is not path-connected in r 
because there is no continuous path connecting the identity with an automorphism 
with countable support. At first sight, the situation seems to be different in Borel 
dynamics. But if we factorize Aut(X, 13) (like in ergodic theory) by a closed normal 
subgroup consisting of automorphisms whose behavior can be neglected, we do 
produce a path-connected quotient group. From this point of view, it is natural to 
say that S, T ~ Aut(X, 13) are equivalent if they are different on an at most countable 
set. If Ctbl(X) denotes the group of all Borel automorphisms with countable 
support, then Auto(X, 13) = Aut(X, 13)/Ctbl(X) is a Hausdorff topological group 
with respect to the quotient topologies ro and p0. Note that the group Ctbl(X) was 
also considered in [19]. It turns out that such a factorization improves topological 
properties Aut(X, 13) in both quotient opologies r0 and p0. Namely, the group 
(Auto(X, 13), r0) becomes path-connected and (Auto(X, 13), po) possesses the so 
called Rokhlin property, i.e., the action of Auto(X, 13) on itself by conjugation is
topologically transitive (see [12,5] for the Rokhlin property in Cantor dynamics). 
In fact, we prove an even stronger esult by showing that the conjugacy class of 
every aperiodic smooth automorphism is dense. 
Most definitions and notions used in this paper are mostly taken from the 
book [17]. We collected in Section 1 definitions and facts which are used in the 
paper. When we say that T is an automorphism of (X, 13), we always mean that T 
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is a Borel automorphism. We will also use the term "automorphism" for elements 
of the quotient group Auto(X,/3). 
1. PREL IMINARIES  
1.1. Let (X,/3) be a standard Borel space with the a-algebra of Borel sets /3. 
This means, by definition, that (X,/3) is (Borel) isomorphic to a Polish space, i.e., a 
complete separable metric space. Recall several facts about standard Borel spaces: 
(i) any two standard Borel spaces are Borel isomorphic; 
(ii) if A ~ B, then A is either at most countable or has the cardinality continuum; 
(iii) if Borel sets A, B have the same cardinality, then they are isomorphic. 
1.2. Denote by Aut(X, 13) the group of all Borel automorphisms of (X,/3). Let 
T E Aut(X,/3) and A 6/3. The set [--Jnez TnA is called the saturation of A with 
respect o T and denoted by srA (or simply sA if T is clear from the context). 
A Borel set W is said to be wandering with respect o T if T 'W N W = 0, n ~ N. 
A Borel set A C X is called a complete section with respect o T (or simply a 
T-section) if every T-orbit meets A at least once, i.e., srA = X. A point x from 
a Borel set A is called recurrent with respect o T if there exists n E N such that 
Tnx C A. 
1.3. Denote by .Ap and Per  the sets of aperiodic and periodic automorphisms 
respectively. 
We say that a transformation T ~ Aut(X, 13) is smooth if there exists a complete 
Borel section A such that A meets every T-orbit exactly once. We will denote the 
class of smooth automorphisms byS. Obviously, any periodic Borel automorphism 
is smooth. On the other hand, if X is a compact metric space and T is an aperiodic 
homeomorphism of X, then T cannot be smooth. 
1.4. We will use the following basic statements aken from [ 17]. 
(a) (PoincarO recurrence lemma.) Let T ~ Aut(X, 13) and A c 13. Then there exists 
a wandering set W C A such that for each x c A - Ukez TkW the point 
Tnx belongs to A for infinitely many positive n and also for infinitely many 
negative n. 
(b) Let r ~ Aut(X, 13). Then X can be partitioned into a disjoint union of Borel 
sets X ---- X~ U Uk~>l Xk where points from Xk, k < ec, have period k and X~ 
consists of aperiodic points. 
(c) Let T c Aut(X, 13) and let Xk, k < ~,  be as in (b). Then there exists a Borel 
k-1  set B~ C Xk such that Xk = Ui=0 Ti Bk and the union is disjoint. 
1.5. T-towers. Let T ~ Aut(X, 13). Assume that all points from A are recurrent 
with respect o T. For x ~ A, define n(x) = ha(x) as the smallest positive integer 
such that Tn(x)x ~ A and Tix ~ A, 0 < i < n(x). Let Ck = {x E A [ ha(X) = k}, 
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k 6 N (some of the Ck'S may be empty). Notice that TkCk C A and ~k = {TiCk [ i = 
0 . . . . .  k - 1] consists of pairwise disjoint sets. We call ~k a T-tower with base Ck 
and top Tk-lCk. The set TiCk is called the ith level of~k. The height Of~k is k. 
Since Tnx ~ A for infinitely many positive and negative n, we have 
and 
U TnA = U TnA =STA 
n>/O n~Z 
oo k-1 
UTnA=UUTiCk  . 
n/>0 k=l i=0 
The above relation shows that ~ = {~k: k 6 N} forms a partition of srA into T- 
towers ~k, k e N. Notice that T maps the union of tops of these towers onto the 
union of their bases. 
Given a partition ~ on X, a Borel set B C X is called a ~-set if it is a union of 
atoms of ~. 
1.6. The next lemma is one of the main tools in the study ofBorel automorphisms. 
It is used in various problems related to finding a suitable approximation of an 
aperiodic automorphism, in particular, in the proof of the Rokhlin lemma [15,17, 
3]. 
1.7. Lemma. Let T ~ Aut(X, 13) be an aperiodic Borel automorphism of a 
standard Borel space (X, 13), i.e., X = X~. Then there exists a sequence (An) of 
Borel sets such that 
(i) X = Ao D A1 D A2 D " ' ,  
(ii) An An = 0, 
(iii) An and X \ An are complete T-sections, n ~ N, 
(iv) for n ~ N, every point in An is recurrent, 
(v) fo rnrN ,  AnAT i (An)=O,  i=1  . . . . .  n - l ,  
(vi) the base Ck (n) of every non-empty T-tower constructed over An is an uncount- 
able Borel set, n ~ 1% 
For the proof, see [2, Lemma 4.5.3] where (i)-(iii) have been proved in more 
general settings of countable Borel equivalence relations. It is shown in [17, 
Chapter 7] that one can refine the choice of (An) to get (iv) and (v). It is clear 
that one can remove an at most countable set of points from each An to satisfy 
property (vi). 
A sequence of Borel sets (An) satisfying 1.7 is called a vanishing sequence of 
markers. 
1.8. Recall now the definition of the uniform and weak topologies on Aut(X, 13) 
following [3]. Let f l~l  (X)  denote the set of all Borel probability measures on X. 
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A measure /z c MI (X)  is called continuous (non-atomic) if/z({x}) = 0 for all 
x ~ X. The Dirac measure at x ~ X is denoted by 3x. For T, S ~ Aut(X, 13), define 
E(S, T) = {x ~ X: Tx # Sx} U {x ~ X: S - lx  7 A T- lx}.  
1.9. Definition. The topologies r and p on Aut(X, 13) are defined, respectively, by 
the bases of  neighborhoods b /= {U(T;/Zl . . . . .  #n; e)} and ~V = {W(T; F1 . . . . .  F~)} 
where 
U(T ;  lZl, 1~2 . . . . .  t~n; e) = {S tAut(X,  13) I#i(E(S,  T)) < e, i = 1 . . . . .  n}, 
W(T; F1, F2 . . . . .  Fn) = {S ~ Aut(X, 13) I SFi = TFi, i = 1 . . . . .  n}. 
Here T 6Aut(X, B), #1 . . . . .  #n 6 A.41(X), e > 0, and F1 . . . . .  Fn c 13. 
It was shown in [3] that Aut(X, 13) is a Hausdorfftopological group with respect 
to these topologies. More topological properties of Aut(X, 13) and its subsets can be 
found in [3]. 
1.10. Remark.  I f  in the definition o f t  one takes the set Eo(T, S) = {x E X: Sx # 
Tx}, then the obtained new topology is, in fact, equivalent to r. The proof of  this 
fact is straightforward. 
1.11. Let Ctbl(X) be defined as a subset of Aut(X, 13) consisting of  all automor- 
phisms with countable support, that is T E Ctbl(X) if I{x c X: Tx # x}l ~< 1% 
where [AI denotes the cardinality of  A. Note that Ctbl(X) is a normal subgroup 
closed with respect o the topologies r and p, see the proposition below. Therefore 
Auto(X, 13) = Aut(X, 13)/Ctbl(X) is a Hausdorff topological group with respect 
to the quotient opologies r0 and p0. Considering elements from Auto(X, 13), we 
will identify Borel automorphisms which are different on a countable set, that is 
S ~ S' if IE(S, S')I ~< 1¢0. In other words, S ~ S' if there exists P c Ctbl(X) such 
that S -- S'P. This identification corresponds to the well-known approach used 
in measurable dynamics when two automorphisms are also identified if they are 
different on a set of  measure 0. 
1.12. Proposition. Ctbl(X) is' a normal closed subgroup in Aut(X, 13) with respect 
to the topologies r and p. 
Proof. It is obvious that Ctbl(X) is a normal subgroup in Aut(X, B), so it is 
enough to prove that it is closed in r and p. To do this, suppose that there exists 
an automorphism S ~ Ctbl(X) r \ Ctbl(X). Then for any neighborhood U(S) = 
U(S; #1 . . . . .  /xn; e) there exists an automorphism R E U(S) A Ctbl(X), that is 
tzi(E(R, S)) < e for all i. Since S ¢ CtbI(X), we have that E = {x c X: Sx # x} is 
uncountable. Let v be a continuous measure on X such that v(X \ E) = 0. Consider 
a neighborhood U1 = U(S; v; e) of  S. Then for R ~ U~ A Ctbl(X) we have that 
x: sx ¢ xj) = 1, x:  Sx ¢ Rx/) < ,. 
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But v({x c X: Rx ¢ x}) = 0, therefore v({x E X: Sx = x}) = 0 and v({x E X: Sx = 
Rx = x}) > 1 - e, a contradiction. 
Assume now that S ~ Ctbl(X) p \ Ctbl(X). Then E = {x E X: Sx 7 ~x} is 
uncountable and S-invariant. Let E1 be an uncountable Borel subset of  E such 
that SE1 f) E1 = 0. Then for every R c W(S; El )  we have that RE1 f3 E1 = 13. In 
particular, i f  R ~ W(S; El )  N Ctbl(X), then we obtain that R acts non-trivially on 
the uncountable set El .  This contradicts the definition of  Ctbl(X). [] 
The bases of  neighborhoods for ro and po consists of  the sets Uo(T;/Zl . . . . .  //.n; 
e) = U(T; l~1 . . . . .  IZn; e)Ctbl(X) and Wo(T; F1 . . . . .  Fm) = W(T;  F1 . . . . .  Fm) x 
Ctbl(X), respectively. The next proposit ion shows that, in fact, ro and po are gen- 
erated by neighborhoods Uo and W0 with continuous measures/14 and uncountable 
sets  Fj. 
1.13. Proposit ion.  Given a to-neighborhood Uo = Uo(T;/2,1 . . . . .  tZn; e) and a po- 
neighborhood Wo = Wo(T; F1 . . . . .  Fm ), there exist neighborhoods U~ ( T ; Vl . . . . .  vn ; 
e) = Ut(T; v 1 . . . . .  Vn; e)Ctbl(X) and W~(T; B1 . . . . .  Bin) = W'(T; B1 . . . . .  Bin) x 
Ctbl(X) o f  to and po, respectively, such that U~ c Uo, W~ c Wo where measures 
vl , . . . ,  Vn are continuous and Borel sets B1 . . . . .  Bm are uncountable. 
Proof.  Consider the countable set A = uin__l Ai where Ai = {x c X: /zi({x}) > 0}. 
Let ci = Izi(A) and assume that ci < 1, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Define 
#i(B M A c) 
vi(B) : , BE13, i=1  . . . . .  n, 
Iz i (A c) 
where A c := X \ A. Clearly, vi is a non-atomic Borel probabil ity measure on X. 
It remains to show that U~ = Uf(T; Vl . . . . .  vn; e)Ctbl(X) is a subset of  Uo. To 
do this, it suffices to check that for every S E UI(T; Vl . . . . .  Vn; e) there exists 
S1 ~ U(T;/Zl  . . . . .  /Zn; e) such that S ~ S1. Let F be the countable group of  
automorphisms o f  X generated by T and S. Let D = sr A be the F-orbit  o f  A. 
Define 
SIX = I Tx,  x ~ D, 
I Sx, x ~ D c. 
Obvious ly ,  S 1 "~ S. Since E(T,  $1) C D c C A c and E(T, $1) C E(T,  S), we have 
that for i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
Ni (E(T ,  S1) )  = Ixi(AC)ui(E(T, $1)) <. lzi(AC)vi(E(T, S)) < EI.ti(A c) < ~. 
Notice that i f  ft i (A) = 1 for some i, then for any S ~ Aut(X, 13) there exists S1 '~  S 
such that/xi (E(S1, T)) = 0. 
The proof  for the topology p0 is similar. [] 
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2. SMOOTH AUTOMORPHISMS ARE DENSE IN (Aut(X,/3), p) 
2.1. In this section, we prove that the p-closure of  the set S of  smooth automor- 
phisms is the entire group Aut(X, 13). Moreover, it is shown that (Auto(X, 13), Po) 
has the Rokhlin property. 
2.2. Theorem. SP = Aut(X, 13). Moreover, each p-neighborhood fan aperiodic 
automorphism necessarily contains an aperiodic smooth automorphism. 
Proof. Let T ~ Aut(X, 13). Obviously, it suffices to consider the case when T is 
aperiodic. Take a p-neighborhood W = W(T; F1,172 . . . . .  Fn) of T. Without loss of  
generality, we can assume that the sets {F1, F2 . . . . .  Fn } form a partition of X. Show 
that there exists a smooth aperiodic automorphism S 6 W. 
For i ---- 1, 2 . . . . .  n, consider the Borel sets 
Fi J=FiATFj ,  j= l ,2  . . . . .  n. 
that the collection {F/J}~j= 1__ ,  contains exactly q ~< n 2 non-empty sets. Suppose 
Denote them by V/, l = 1 . . . . .  q. Then { V1 . . . . .  Vq } is a partition of X which refines 
{F1 . . . . .  Fn}. 
Let 
BI = V1, 
B2 :- V2-  sB1, 
, . ,  
Bq :- Vq - s(B1 U B2 U... U Bq-1). 
Here and below s stands for ST. Clearly, {sB~, sB2 . . . . .  sBq}  is a partition of X into 
Borel sets. Without loss of  generality, we may assume that all sets B1 . . . . .  Bq are 
non-empty. For each Bi,  find a wandering subset Ai  C Bi (see 1.4) such that all 
points from Di = Bi - sAi are recurrent. Therefore, by 1.5, we can find a partition 
~i ofsDi into pairwise disjoint T-towers {~i (k): k c N} such that the union of  bases 
of these towers is Di. For short, we will write 
sDi= U ~' i :1  . . . . .  q. 
For a tower ~, denote by B~ and h~ its base and height, respectively. By construction, 
we have that 
and 
U B~=DiCV iCFm 
~EEi 
U Th~ IB~ = T-tDi C T 1Vi = T-I(Fg A TFD C F1 
~EZi 
for some l ~< m, l ~< n. 
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Since each sBi, i = 1 . . . . .  q, can be represented asa disjoint union ofsAi and 
s Di, we obtain the partition 
q q q 
X=UsBi=UsAiUUsDi. 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
The automorphism T restricted to s Us=lq Ai = U1_l sAi is smooth since U qi=l Ai 
q is a wandering set for T. Define S = T on s Us=l Ai" TO complete the proof, we 
need to define S on U qi=l sDi such that S(sD i n Fj) ~- T(sDi n Fj) for all j -- 
1 . . . . .  n ,  i=1  . . . . .  q .  
Fix the set sO i and let U, ° -- {~ ~ F,i: I B~l ~< ~o}. Then 
X°i = U s B~ 
~o 
is countable and therefore T, restricted to X °, is smooth. Set S = T on X~. 
For ~ c Ei, denote by ~' := { T J (B~ - X~): 0 ~< j ~< h~ - 1 }. Setting v, 
,~,i }, we get a disjoint union 
sDi=XoU U ~1" 
Note that the cardinality of each tower ~' 6 ~,~ is continuum. 
Now, we define the automorphism S on each tower ~ ~ '7'i such that S(~') = ~' 
and S coincides with T on each level of the tower ~' except he top of ~'. To do 
this, we write down the base Be, of ~' as a disjoint union B~, = Um~zB~,(m) 
with uncountable Borel sets B~,(m). Let Rm be an arbitrary Borel isomorphism 
between Th~'-lB~,(m) and B~,(m + 1), m c Z (one can assume that h~, /> 2 
by [17, Theorem 7.25]). Define Sx = Tx for x ~ {TJB~,(m): 0 <<. j <~ h~ - 2, 
m ~ Z} and Sx = RmX for x ~ Th~-lB~(m), m ~ Z. Then S is defined everywhere 
on X. To prove that S E W, we need to show that SFj = TFj. Write down 
Fj N sDi as a disjoint union of sets E0 and E1 where E1 = {x 6 Fj n sDi: 
x E Th~-ln~, for some ~ ~ ~,i} and E0 = (Fj NsDi) -- El. It follows from the 
construction that if E1 ~ 0, then E1 C Fj and E1 = U~s i  ThS-1B~ = T-1Di" 
Therefore, by definition of S, we have that SEI = TEl. It is clear that S = T on 
E0. The proof is complete. [] 
2.3. Remark. (1) We note that the set S is dense in (Aut( X, /3), r). It follows 
from the fact that the set of periodic automorphisms is dense in (Aut(X,/3), r) [3, 
Corollary 2.6]. On the other hand, S n Ap is nowhere dense in (Aut(X,/3), r) by [3, 
Theorem 2.8]. 
(2) The set of aperiodic smooth automorphisms is not dense in (Aut(X,/3), p) 
because Ap is a closed subset in (Aut(X,/3), p) [3, Theorem 2.8]. 
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2.4. Remark.  B. Miller proved the following result [16] which may be used to 
simplify the proof of  Theorem 2.2: 
Suppose that X is a Polish space, T:X  ~ X is a Borel automorphism, and 
{An}n~N is a partition of  X into Borel sets. Then there is a countable T-invariant set 
C C X and an aperiodic smooth Borel automorphism S : X \C  --+ X \ C such that 
T(An \ C) = S(An \ C) for every n ~ 1% 
2.5. Proposition. Per is a closed nowhere dense subset of  Aut(X, 13) with respect 
top. 
Proof. We first show that the set Per is closed. I f  we assume that there exists an 
automorphism T ~ "Per p \ Per, then T must have an aperiodic point x0 c X. Define 
F = {x0} U {Tx0} U {T2x0} U ...  and consider the p-neighborhood W = W(T; F). 
Then W necessarily contains a periodic automorphism P such that P F = T F. 
Since TF C F, we obtain that PnF c F for all n c N. Therefore the point 
{x0} = F \ PF  must be aperiodic for P, a contradiction. 
Let W(P) = W(P; F~ . . . . .  Fn) be a p-neighborhood of  a periodic automor- 
phism P. We can assume that the sets (F~ . . . . .  G)  form a partition of  X. We 
will first show that W(P) contains a non-periodic automorphism. By 1.4, X is 
partitioned into P-towers ~k = {Bk . . . . .  Pk-lBk} such that P has period k on the 
set Xk = Bk U...  U pk-1Bk. One can refine the partition ~ = (~k: k 6 X) to produce 
a new partition ~' such that every ~,  i = 1 . . . . .  n, is a ~'-set. Let (B . . . . .  T m 1B) 
be a P-tower from ~' with uncountable base. As in 2.2, we can find an aperiodic 
automorphism T defined on C = Umo 1 TiB such that T(p iB)  = pi+IB, i = 
0 . . . . .  n - 2, and T(pn- IB)  = B. Define T on X \ C by setting T = P. We see that 
TF/ = PF/ for all i, i.e., T E W(P). It is clear that there exists a Borel set F C C 
such that TF C F. Then W1 = W(T; F) contains no periodic automorphism. Thus, 
(W(T) n W(P)) n 79er = 0 and we are done. [] 
2.6. In contrast o 2.3, the situation for the quotient group Auto(X,/3) is different. 
it turns out that the set S NAp is a dense subset in (Auto(X,/3), p0). 
2.7. Theorem. The set of aperiodic smooth automorphisms is dense in (Auto (X,/3), 
po). 
Proof. By 2.2, we only need to show that each neighborhood W0 = W0(P; F1 . . . . .  
Fn) of  P c Per contains an aperiodic smooth automorphism S. It follows from 1.4 
that X is decomposed into an at most countable collection of  P-invariant owers 
E = {~k: k c N}. By 1.13, we can assume that all ~ 's  are uncountable Borel sets. 
Let Z ~ be a refinement of  E, obtained by cutting the towers from E, such that each 
Fi is a E/-set. 
We partition each ~ c E' into a disjoint union ~ = Um~s ~m of P-towers ~m such 
that the base of  ~m is uncountable. To define S on ~, we apply the method used in 
the proof of  2.2. For fixed ~m, m 6 Z,, we set S = P everywhere xcept he top of  
~m and set S = Rm on the top where Rm is a Borel isomorphism apping the top 
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Of~m onto the base of ~m+l. Then S is defined everywhere on X and is aperiodic. 
Note that every ~ 6 E' is S-invariant. Since all towers ~m are of the same height, 
we have that S maps ~-atoms onto themselves. It follows from this observation that 
S Fi = P Fi , i=1  . . . . .  n, that is S 6 Wo. [] 
2.8. Corol lary. .Ap o =Auto(X, 13). 
Proof. This result is an easy consequence of2.7. [] 
2.9. The next statement proves a Borel version of the Rokhlin property for 
(Auto(X, 13), p0). Note that this property was considered in the settings of mea- 
surable and Cantor dynamics in [ 11,12,5,18]. 
2.10. Corollary (the Rokhlin property). The action of  Auto(X, 13) on itself by 
conjugation is transitive with respect o the topology Po. Moreover, Auto(X, 13) = 
{ T-1S T : T ~ Auto(X, 13)}p0 holds for any S ~ S N e4p. 
Proof. To prove this result it suffices to use 2.8 together with the simple fact that 
any two aperiodic smooth automorphisms are conjugate. [] 
2.11. The famous Rokhlin lemma on approximation aperiodic automorphisms in 
the uniform topology was proved in the context of Borel dynamics in [3,15,17]. We 
formulate here this statement in the following form. 
2.12. Proposition. Let T be an aperiodic Borel automorphism of  a standard 
Borel space (X, 13) and let/Z 1 . . . . .  /Zk  ~ .MI(X), e > 0, and n, m >~ 2. Then there 
exists a Borel partition of  X into T-towers E = {~k: k ~ N} such that the following 
properties hold: 
(i) The height h~ of  each T-tower ~ ~ ~ is greater than n + m. 
( (  n- - lm ))  (ii) t I~ j .U .UT iB~uUTh~- iB  ~ <8, j= l  . . . . .  k, 
\~E~ \i=O i=1 
where B~ is the base o f f  ~ E. 
Proof. The proof can be deduced from [3, Theorem 2.5]. [] 
2.13. Theorem. Let S ~ .zip. Then for any R ~ Ap and any r-neighborhood 
U ( R ) = U ( R ; lz l . . . . .  /Zp; e), there exists T ~ Aut( X, 13) such that T-1S T ~ U ( R ). 
In other words, { T-1S T : T ~ Aut( X , 13)}r = .Ap. 
Proof. Apply 2.12 to R ~ .Ap,/z 1 . . . . .  ]Zp ~ .A41(X), e/2 > 0, and n = m = 2. We 
obtain a partition of X into R-towers U, = {~k: k e N} satisfying (i), (ii). Choose 
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a sufficiently large K 6 N such that lzj({,_J~>x Ck) < e/2, j = 1 . . . . .  p, where Ck is 
the set supporting the tower ~.  Therefore, we have that 
[ K hk-3 ) 
tZjlk~=l i~=2 Tink >1- -8  
for all j = 1 . . . . .  p, where Bk is the base of~k and hk is its height. 
Since S is aperiodic, we can find K disjoint S-towers A = {Zl: k = 1 . . . . .  K} such 
that the height of)~k is hk and )~k has the same cardinality as ~k for all k = 1 . . . . .  K. 
Denote by Z~ the base of  )~k and let Dk = L J )ko  1 TiZk be the support of  Zk. Let 
Qk be a Borel isomorphism which maps Bk onto Zk, k = 1 . . . . .  K, and let Q be a 
Borel isomorphism which sends X - (C1 U .. .  U CK) onto X - (D1 U .. .  t.J DK). 
Define the automorphism T as follows: 
Si Qk R i, if x c Ri Bk, O <~ i <~ hk --1, l <~ k <~ K, 
Tx = Qx, i fx  ¢ C1 u - . .  u CK. 
Then T is defined everywhere on the set X. It is not hard to see that 
K hk-3 
{x~X:  Rx=T-1STxandR- Ix=T-1S-1Tx}DU U RiBk" 
k=l i=2 
Hence #j(E(R ,  T 1ST)) < ~, j = 1 . . . . .  p, and therefore T-1ST  E U(R). [] 
3. PATH-CONNECTEDNESS OF (Auto(X, 13), r0) 
3.1. In this section, we prove that Auto(X, 13) is path-connected in the topology r0. 
We first show that the group Aut(X, 13) does not possess this property. 
3.2. Proposit ion. The topological group (Aut(X, 13), r)  is not path-connected. 
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary involution in Aut(X, 13), that is Px ~ x and P~x = x 
for all x 6 X. We will show that P cannot be connected with the identity 
by a continuous path, i.e., there exists no continuous map f : [0, 1] --+ Aut(X, 13) 
such that f (0)  = I[, f (1)  = P. Assume that the converse is true and let f be 
such a path. Choose x0, y0 in X such that Pxo = yo, Pyo = xo. Consider the 
r-neighborhood U(P) = U(P; 3xo, 3y0; 1/2) of  P. Notice that U(P) contains only 
those automorphisms from Aut(X, 13) which map xo to y0 and yo to xo. Since, by 
assumption, f is continuous, there exists t* E (0, 1) such that f ( (t* ,  1]) c U. Set 
t~ = inf{t E [0, 11: f ( s )  E U, t <~s <. 1}. 
Clearly, 0 <~ t~ < 1. Consider now the neighborhood U(f(t~))) = U(f(t~);  8xo, @0; 
1/2) of  f(t~). I f  t(~ > 0, then there exist ot and /5 such that oe < t~ < /~ and 
f([oe, fl]) c U(f(t~))). We obtain that f ( f l )  ~ U(f(t~))) N U(P)  and therefore, 
f(t~)xo = f(f l)xo = Pxo = yo and f(t~)yo = f(f l )yo = Pyo = x0. A similar 
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relation holds for f(ot). Thus, f(t~) ~ U(P) and therefore t~ cannot be the infimum. 
Hence t~ = 0 and 1[ = f(0)  ~ U(P), which is a contradiction. [] 
3.3. Remark.  Let T ~ Aut(X,/3) and let A ~/3 be a complete T-section such 
that every point from A is recurrent. I f  a Borel set B contains A, then B is also a 
complete T-section which consists of recurrent points. 
3.4. Theorem. The topological group (Auto(X,/3), to) is path-connected. 
Proof. We first prove separately that every periodic automorphism P and every 
aperiodic automorphism T can be connected with the identity by a continuous path 
(see 3.5 and 3.6 respectively). By 1.4, these two results will give the proof for any 
automorphism. Recall that, by 1.13, it is sufficient o deal with continuous measures 
only. [] 
3.5. Lemma. Let P E Auto(X, 13) be a periodic automorphism. Then there exists 
a continuous map f : [0, 1] ~ (Auto(X,/3), ~o) such that f (0)  = 1[ and f (1) = P. 
k-1  Proof. By 1.4, we have the decomposition fX = Uk~> 1Xk where Xk = Ui=0 pi Bk 
is a P-tower. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the Bk'S are uncountable 
Borel sets and therefore they all are isomorphic to the unit interval (0, 1). Let 
7tk : (0, 1) ~ Bk, k ~ N, be a Borel isomorphism. For each Bk, define the map 
• k : [0, 1] --+ 15 rBk by 
0, t=0,  
qJk(t) = ~k((O,t)), t E (0, 1), 
Bkl t = 1. 
Claim 1. The function t ~ ~k(t), k ~ N, is continuous on [0, 1] in the sense that 
for any non-atomic IX c .At I (X), 
lira IX(~k(t)A~g(to)) = O, to ~ [0, 1]. 
t---> t0 
The proof is straightforward. 
Define now the path f : [0, 1] --+ Auto(X, B) as follows: 
f ( t )x  = I Px, i fx Euik=-I 0 pitIlk(t) for somek, 
t x, otherwise. 
It is clear that f(0) = 1[ and f(1)  = P and we need to show only that f ( t )  is contin- 
uous. To do this, fix to c [0, 1] and consider the map ® : t ~ IX(Eo(f(t), f(to))) on 
[0, 1] where IX ~ Adl(X) is non-atomic and Eo is defined in 1.10. 
Given e > 0, choose K > 0 such that IX(Uk>K Xk) < e/2. Therefore IX(Eo(f(t), 
f (to)) <~ IX(Eo(f (t), f (to)) N I_JKl Xk) + e/2. We see that 
l IX Eo(f(t) ,  f(to)) A Xk = IX(pi(~k(t)A~k(to))). k=l  i=0 
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The fact that ® is continuous follows from Claim 1. 
I f  now Uo(f (to);/Z1 . . . . .  /Z n ; e) is a r0-neighborhood f f (to), then we apply the 
proved result to each measure/zi. The lemma is proved. [] 
3.6. Lemma.  Let T ~ Auto(X, 13) be an arbitrary aperiodic automorphism. Then 
there exists a continuous map P : [0, 1] --+ (Auto(X, 13), r0) such that P(O) = ]I and 
P(1) = T. Moreover, for all t ~ 1, the automorphism P(t) is periodic. 
Proof. By 1.7, choose a vanishing sequence of  markers {An}~_o with AO = X. 
Without loss of  generality, we can assume that the set Fn := An \ An+l is uncounta- 
ble for all n. Take a sequence of  real numbers {tn } such that 0 = to < tl < t2 < ...  < 1 
and limn--,~ tn = 1. Let ~Pn : [tn, tn+l) ~ Fn, n E N, be a Borel isomorphism. Define 
the function ~ : [0, 1] --+ 13 as follows: 
An, ift----tn, n~>0, 
qb(t) = An - ~n([tn,t)), i f t  E (tn,tn+l), n ~> 0, 
0, i f t  = 1. 
Observe that for each t 6 [0, 1) there exists n = n(t) E N such that ~(t)  D An. 
By 3.3, we get that ~(t)  is a T-section which consists of  recurrent points. We 
also notice that limt-~s ~(q~(t)Aq~(s)) = 0 for any non-atomic # ~ AAl(X) and 
s E [0, 1]. 
Now, we apply the method of the proof of  the Rokhlin lemma [3] to produce a 
continuous family {P(t)} of  periodic automorphisms which approximates T.
Fix t E [0, 1]. By 1.5, define the set ~n(t) = {x c q~(t): Tnx E ~(t), Tix 
qb(t) for 1 ~< i ~< n - 1}, n c 1~, where ~n(1) = 0 and ~n(0) = X. Clearly, ~n(t) 
may be empty for some n. By construction, the entire space X is partitioned into 
T-towers with bases q~n (t). 
Define 
{ T-n+lx,  wheneverx E Tn-lc~n(t) for some n E N, 
P(t) = Tx, otherwise. 
Notice that P(0) = ][, P(1) = T, and P(t) is periodic i f t  ¢ 1. 
It remains to prove that the map P : t ~-~ P(t) sending [0, 1] to Auto(X, 13) is 
continuous. Note that for every n E N the family {q~n(t)} is continuous, i.e., for a 
non-atomic measure # E MI (X) ,  
lira #(q~n (t)Aq~n(s)) = 0. 
t--+ S 
Indeed, this fact follows from continuity of  ~(t)  and from the relation 
n-1  
*n(t) = (,(t) n ;r-n*~t)) \ U r i .(t).  
i=1  
Next, show that for t t, t ft E [0, 1] we have 
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eo(P(t'),  v(t")) = {x ~ x: e(t')x # e(t")x} 
oo n-1 
C U U Tk(dPn(tt)A*n(tt'))" 
n=l k=0 
Let t' < t" for definiteness. Suppose that x ~ Eo(P(t'), P(t")). Then x belongs to 
a T-tower constructed over ¢( t ' ) ,  that is x E Tl@n(t ') for some n ~ N and 0 ~< 
k ~< n - 1. I f x  6 Tk¢n(t"), then by construction of  P(t') and P(t"),  we have that 
P(t')x = P(t")x. Therefore, x ~ Tk(@n(t ') \ @n(t")). 
Fix s e [0, 1]. Consider a neighborhood U(P(s)) = U(P(s);/Zl . . . . .  /*m; e) of  
P(s) where measures/zl  . . . . .  /Zm are continuous. By definition o f  P(s), we have 
that 
n-1 n-1 
X= U U Pk(s)'~Pn(S) = U U Tk~)n(S), 
n~>l k=O n~>l k=O 
and these unions are disjoint. Take N/> 1 such that 
(*) 
._1 ) 
IZi( U U zkdpn(S) <8/8 
\n>/N k=0 / 
for 1 ~< i ~< m. By continuity of  {@n(t)}, we can find a neighborhood O(s) c [0, 1] 
such that for any t ~ O(s) one has 
8 
(**) **i(rk(¢'(t)/'®n(S))) < 8N2 
for 1 ~<i ~<m, 1 ~<n ~< N-  1, and 0 ~< k ~<n-  1. 
It follows from (,) and (**) that 
/Z i kqbn(t) > 1 - e/4, 
\n=l  k=0 
Uk=o TkCn(t)) < e/4 when i = 1 . . . . .  m and t ~ O(s). hence lzi(Un>/N n-1 
Therefore, we have 
n-1 ) 
,~i U U r~(®n(t)A®n(s)) 
\n>~N k=O 
(._1 i( ._1 ,) 
<. . i  U U ~,.~s~ +., U U ~*.~'  
\n>/N k=O / \n>~N k=O 
< e/2, 
for all t ~ O(s). Thus, for all t 60(s ) ,  we obtain that 
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ll, i(Eo(P(t), P(s)))  ` < lzi U T~(*n(t)A*n(S) 
k=0 
[N- ln -1  ) 
-<.i( U U 
\ n=l k=0 
[oe  n-1 \ 
+.,1 U U 
\ n=N k=O / 
N-ln-1 
n=l  k=0 
This means that {P(t): t 60(s )}  c U(P(s)) and the proof  is completed. [] 
3.7. Let T ~ Aut(X, 13) and let Orbr(x) denote the T-orbit o fx  ~ X. Recall  the 
definition of the full group [ r l  generated by T c Aut(X, 13): 
[r l  = {× EAut(X, 13) l yx ~ Orbr(x), Vx c X}. 
Then every y E [T] defines a Borel function m×:X --+ Z such that ×x = 
Tmy(x)x, x E X. It follows easily from 1.9 that [T] is r -c losed in Aut(X, 13). 
Note that i f  T ~ S, then T n ~ S n, Vn ~ Z. Therefore Orbr(x) = Orbs(x) 
everywhere xcept a countable set. This means that one can extend the definition of  
full group to automorphisms from Auto(X, 13). 
3.8. Corol lary.  The full group [T] of any T c Auto(X, I3) is path-connected. 
Proof.  The proofs of  3.5 and 3.6 show that the constructed paths f ( t )  and P(t) 
connecting the identity with T belong to the full group [T]. [] 
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